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Grasslands/Rangelands Resources and Ecology ——— Reclamation of Grasslands/Rangelands
Grassland deterioration in the source region of Yangtze‐Yellow Rivers in China and integrated
control of ecological environment
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Introduction Black Barren indicates seriously deteriorated alpine meadow . It is a comprehensive symbol for ecologicalenvironment deterioration in Yangtze‐Yellow Rivers摧 source region in China , displaying serious grassland degeneration andspreading of desertification ; aggravation of soil erosion and water loss ; threatened biological diversity and increased frequencyof natural disaster .
Materials and methods Gansu Grassland Ecological Research Institute applied remote sensing , geographic information systemand ground survey ; by comparative analysis of Dari county摧s １９８５‐１９９７ ground survey data and remote sensing image data ,established dynamic monitor model of grassland resource remote sensing .
Results Comparing surveys in １９８５ and １９９７ , reveals that Dari county摧s forage yield and carrying capacity decreases annually
２畅１７
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１０
４ t f resh yield and １ .００ 倡 １０４ SU separately ( Table １) ; black barren increases to ８１８ .９７ km２ ( Chen , １９９８) ( Table ２ ) .There is overgrazing in specific place , time , partial grassland ; speaking as a whole , however , entire grassland is not overgrazed
( Table ３) . Change by global temperature rise should be the major cause for grassland deterioration and occurrence of vastsheets of semi arid‐semi humid area摧s Dari county摧s black barren (Ding , ２００１) .
Table 1 Change o f animal husbandry condition o f Dari county .
Year Totalareakm２ iCrasslandkm２ 祆Usable grasslandkm２ 破Dense brushkm２ �Black barrenkm２ OBared rock and otherkm２ 珑
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Table 2 Change o f landuse o f Dari county .
Year Usable grassland
４ level ５ level ６ level
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４ t Theoretic stockingrate １０４ SU
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Table 3 The theoretic and real stocking rate o f Dari county between １９８５ and １９９７ .
Year １９８５ S１９８６ 敂１９８７ 种１９８８  １９８９ Y１９９０ 殮１９９１ 圹１９９２ １９９３ ^１９９４ 煙１９９５ 後１９９６ "１９９７ c
Stocking rate
(１０４ head) ５２ 鼢.０ ５４ 8.２ ４６ z.０ ４０ 换.４ ３８ �.８ ４０ >.９ ４４ .０ ４５ 亮.０ ４５  .０ ４７ C.０ ４７ 厖.０ ４９ 破.０ ５０ .０
Sheep unit
( SU ) １２６ <１３１ }１１１ 靠９７ 换.７ ９３ �.８ ９８ >.９ １０６ 哪１０９  １０９ G１１４ 垐１１４ 适１１９ １２ 5
Theoretic CarryCapacity( SU ) １７２ <１７１ }１７０ 靠１６９ １６８ B１６７ 儍１６６ 哪１６５  １６４ G１６３ 垐１６２ 适１６１ １６０ L
Discussion and recommendation Climatic warming up is the principal cause of deteriorated alpine meadow in this region , andunreasonable grassland utilization enhances the expansion and damage of the Black Barren . Four recommendations are madearound changing unreasonable grassland utilization , i .e . to combine ecological control with grazing adjustment , to carry outintegrated control on base of small river valley , to apply ３S technology in accurate planning and to introduce key technologies .Fencing natural grassland , warm pen construction , establishment of perennial pastures , use of solar energy are key techniquesto be introduced soon .
